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The Digital Re-Birth of the Yuan Elevates China into Global Financial Leadership 

Casting the dollar and the euro as Bretton Woods, and Maastricht 20th century relics  

	

Gideon	Samid	

When bitcoin exploded on the scene in 2009 the west was carried away by its 

tantalizing aspect of decentralization, overlooking the more fundamental and sustainable 

message of the new form of money. China, by contrast, quickly realized that bitcoin 

recorded transactional history distinguishing one coin from another.  This largely 

overlooked aspect is the seed of the coming revolution in world economy. Guided by 

their deeper insight, China embarked on a long digital money development effort, and 

now is testing the soon to be released digitally reborn Yuan. 

Granted, the decentralized nature of the currency is a fundamental aspect -- but it 

does not work for the global economy. The fact that bitcoin is floating unhinged to any 

commodity of value is also very fundamental, but not in a good way. The use of 

blockchain is indeed critical, but the blockchain-generated trust can be generated 

otherwise. The key to the bitcoin revolution is in its ability to elevate a number into an 

entity, a value into an identity, a measure into a treasure. Money was digital before 

bitcoin. Almost 90% of all circulating currency had no physical embodiment since way 
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before the emergence of bitcoin. And as such, pre-bitcoin digital money also had no 

embodiment, no entity -- nothing distinguishable to latch on. A memory location held the 

number 1000, was an indication of spending power ($1000). If you owned this memory 

location then you could have replaced the number 1000 with the number 0, and walk 

away with 10 100$ banknotes. In other words, to embody, the money in the computer, it 

is necessary to print out its monetary equivalent. But the number 1000 in the memory 

location has no identity, it was no different from any other string of bits that reads 1000.  

Then came bitcoin. A bitcoin coin is distinguished from all other bitcoin coins to the 

same degree that one dollar bill is distinguished from another dollar bill. In other words -- 

while a bitcoin coin is merely a string of bits, it is more than a number, it is an identity 

bearing a value. This is the widely underestimated revolution in the concept of money. 

This notion of monetary cyber identity is why digital money stands to become the biggest 

story of the first half of the 21st century. Bitcoin was not the first to identify this 

revolution (the BitMint patent claiming identity-bearing money was filed six months 

before Satoshi Nakamoto published bitcoin). Alas, bitcoin exploited this “identity + 

value” attributes to establish an un-addressable, un-pinnable, unstoppable mint, which 

denies law enforcement authorities the ability to lay hands on the mint through any means 

shorter of arresting and subjugating the mushrooming crowds of bitcoin traders. Once the 

law is kept at bay, lawlessness moves right in, and zealously keeps bitcoin alive. 

The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) has recognized the bitcoin revolution for its 

key aspect, but fully grasped its fundamental shortfalls. In a typical Chinese way, they 

have set up numerous committees and study groups. Before they knew what they will end 

up doing they knew that identity-bearing cyber money is the next big thing.  
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The west was not keen to realize the level of frustration in China due to the 2008 

financial breakdown. China deeply resented having to suffer on account of American 

excesses, and living beyond its means. Money flows in the global society like blood 

flows in the human body and, as long that the heart that pumps the money is pulsating in 

Washington and in New York, China will remain vulnerable. A year later bitcoin came 

on the scene. Its new technology was recognized in Beijing as an opportunity to rise to 

global leadership. Much as the World War I British invented tank was better understood 

by the Germans in world war II, so China surprises the world by taking a technology 

toyed about in the west, and turning it into a sustainable fundamental monetary 

framework on a global scale.  

When they started, China was clear on the goal, not on the how. In a typical Chinese 

way, they 'vacuum cleaned' all the digital money ideas they have found in the west. Much 

as Darwin painstakingly catalogued lizards and butterflies, so China studied the canvass 

of digital money ideas. They invited the big dogs of course, but characteristically they 

listened to the little guy that nobody paid attention to elsewhere. BitMint is a case in 

point. This small cyber technology boutique founded by experienced Fintech veterans, 

did not rush to premature popularity, it focused on developing this startling idea of entity-

bearing digital money in a format that would be sustainable, versatile, and applicable to 

all forms of value (cash, debit, credit, investment), and robust enough to be deployed on a 

global scale. BitMint amassed IP from its first digital money patent in 2008 to fifteen 

awarded patents to date. It won peer first prize in European contests.  Its CTO published a 

visionary book "Tethered Money - " articulating the new economic vista that is being 

opened up on the foundation of this remarkable upgrade of digital money from a number 

with no embodiment, to a digital value carrier with its distinguishable identity.   And 

then, tiny BitMint came under the radar of the People's Bank of China. 
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PBOC was impressively serious. They have studied the BitMint technology to its 

roots through its public footprint and by contracting BitMint to guide the Bank of 

Shanghai to implement the BitMint digital currency, and test it. BitMint was definitely 

not the only one. It was part of the assembled puzzle.  Foundational BitMint features are 

found in the official release: the automatic escrow, easy split, at will high resolution, 

payment without the Internet.  And as it appears now, China has built a value exchange 

framework consistent with the BitMint philosophy – same framework for cash, debit, 

credit, and investment.  

When the reborn digital Yuan is fully rolled out, it will constitute an irresistible 

allure to all the counties that trade with China. Frictionless payment, smart contracts, 

automatic virtually free escrow services, tri-log accountability – a compendium of 

advantages that will pull traders to choose the Yuan as the de facto trading currency and, 

soon after, as the currency of reference. 

Much as even well-groomed horses could not compete with the automobile, so the 

pre-cyber financial framework is particularly inapt relative to identity-bearing cyber 

money. Much of what is in the newly reborn Yuan is still under ropes, but it sure is a well 

assembled versatile design, taking the best they have found in the many companies like 

BitMint, which they have so diligently studied. 

More alarming is the prospective reality that the financial framework they have 

developed is like a railway to any and all financial instruments: cash, debit, credit, 

investment, stocks, bonds.  China builds this railway system and the world’s trains of 

finance will blow the whistle and switch to these Chinese rails. If America remains 

misguided, America will be second to China, and worse, as the 2nd decade of the century 

rolls in. 
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The big difference between America and China is that while China identified the 

identity-bearing attribute of cyber money as its revolutionary aspect, American free 

enterprise got hung up on the point of randomized mint, as a means to bypass the 

chocking authority of central banks. Libertarians, and globalists poured billions into 

'freedom money' and wily entrepreneurs milked those investors in a variety of Ponzi 

schemes. Quite a few became breathtakingly rich, creating an allure akin to the California 

gold rush. As intellectually tantalizing as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Iota have become, they 

don't fit to mint. Done well, a crypto-supported network can provide effective 

transmission of value, but not minting and not redeeming it against a universal 

commodity. The Federal Reserve and the US Department of Treasury spent the last years 

deflecting the decentralized money onslaught, and stealthily sniffing around to join what 

looks like an inevitable decentralization. All the while China methodically developed 

their well thought out identity-bearing digital money, soon to be presented before the 

global community. 

It's not China's fault. It's China's smarts. The 2008 financial crisis burnt in the 

Chinese psyche the lesson that being on unequal footing with the United States, puts one 

at the mercy of what they regarded as American excess and greed. In 2017 in Davos 

president Xi Jinping announced China’s leadership ambitions in world finance. I was 

impressed to meet in Beijing very sophisticated financial analysts many of whom claim 

Ivy league education on their CVs. One remarked: “We compete with America and spend 

a great effort studying our rival. America is too wedded to its self-attributed 

“exceptionalism”, and pays too little attention to what these Asians are fiddling with. 

That's our advantage.”  In talks and publications Chinese economists exhibit their 

realization that an efficient, accountable, versatile cyber currency framework enables an 

equitable risk accountability and, as such, will attract the investor class and the Third 
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World, vying for developmental resources. China was committed to identity-bearing 

cyber money long before they knew how to go about it. This commitment has now bore 

fruit, as China is about to unleash its newly born digital Yuan. 

The ominous prospect of Germany's world leading physicists building an atomic 

bomb, triggered the US Manhattan project where the goal was clearly stated before there 

was any sense of how to achieve it, or even whether it was achievable. A digital currency 

Manhattan project equivalent is the call of the hour. Currency solutions like BitMint 

should be invited to contribute on a national scale. We developed solutions to wrestle 

with the huge financial challenges created by the Coronavirus. They may not be the 

optimal solutions, but they need to attract national attention. I have knocked on the doors 

of the Federal Reserve, of Treasury, of Congress, but met nothing similar to the intense 

response in Beijing. This has to change. 

A competition between the Chinese vision of identity-bearing digital money, a 

prospective American vision, and the European thinking will likely lead to a Davos 

agreement in the succession of Bretton Woods and Maastricht, and enable global, 

frictionless, versatile framework for exchange of value in any form cash, debit, credit, 

investment stocks, bonds, tethered or fungible, cyber spirited, materially moored – stable, 

sustainable: the blood flow in the body of the global society. 
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